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Built to true Reference standards, the Cinema 10 home
theater system delivers all the power, detail and emotion
of your favorite music and movies. Compact, stylish
and versatile, this life-style oriented setup fits almost
anywhere and in any type of environment.

Made up of four RSX-5 satellites, an RCX-4 center
channel and an RW-10 powered subwoofer, this system
is perfect for larger rooms. Available in black or silver,
the RSX-5 and RCX-4 are two-way, magnetically
shielded speakers that use 1-inch titanium-dome
compression drivers coupled to Klipsch’s round
MicroTractrix™ Horns for maximum clarity and
efficiency. The RSX-5 employs a 5.25-inch woofer, while
the RCX-4 has a pair of 4-inch drivers flanking its
MicroTractrix™ Horn.

The woofers on the RSX-5 and RCX-4 are long-throw
units powered by unique neodymium motor structures.
The Cerametallic™ cones are lightweight with excellent
rigidity, which dramatically reduces any resonance. As a
result, these models are capable of robust bass
extending low enough for comfortable operation with
today’s built-in A/V preamp/processor and receiver
crossovers.

The satellites and center channel all have integrated
pedestal stands with ball joints that allow them to be
adjusted in almost any direction by simply using the
provided allen wrench. Keyholes are provided on the
underside of each stand base for no-hassle wall
mounting. The speaker grilles magnetically snap into
place over cast-aluminum front baffles, while sturdy five-
way binding posts ensure secure connection to any
type of cable.

Available in a black wood grain vinyl finish, the RW-10
employs a 10-inch Cerametallic™cone woofer. This
subwoofer gets its intensity from a newly designed
amplifier that delivers 260-watts continuously (FTC
rated), but more importantly, 575-watts of dynamic

power. The driving force behind the RW-10 is Klipsch’s
exclusive Corner Port™ Technology. This technology
allows the port tube to be as long as possible without
bending, which minimizes turbulence that can cause port
noise and distortion. It also allows the enclosure to be
tuned to a lower frequency than would otherwise be
possible to create deeper bass from a smaller cabinet.
Another important element is a corner-shaped flange at
the port’s internal opening, which amplifies the benefits
of the longer port. 

Please refer to RSX-5, RCX-4 & RW-10 cut sheets
for individual specifications.

n Ball-joint pedestal stand with keyholes allows easy 
placement

n MicroTractrix Horn tweeter for clear sound in any location
n High-power, high-efficiency BASH digital hybrid amplifier
n Steep-slope 24dB/octave crossover filter with bypass option
n Side-mounted level control for easy adjustment
n Auto Power feature turns sub on and off automatically

                  


